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"Enjoy the experience in an exploration-based game. Discover an interesting ghost story behind a haunted campus bridge." – Straits Times "Ghost-hunting game for the ‘walking dead’ enthusiasts. A haunting ghost story for self-survival horror game enthusiasts." – Kickstarter "Exploration-based campus horror game." – HUKD #1: Game of
the Year in Taiwan Stories We Believe In: Star Wars: Vader's Fist is a first-person immersive stealth game with starship simulation experience. Out of 10 college horror tales from Taiwan, Star Wars: Vader’s Fist is one of the more well-known supernatural incidents based in Tunghu University. Players will immersively explore the galaxy and
find different species’ relics to break the curse and save the Emperor.Backstory: The inhabitants of Jedha were once enslaved and tortured. To rebuild their lives, they are being assisted by archaeologists from various galaxies. A remaining tribe believed the prophecy that offers protection from the Republic if they bring back General
Grievous as their sacrifice. The legend is turned to be true when an ancient warrior steps into the human realm. Gameplay: Drag a robot onto the jeep. Discover a mysterious relic on the planet and combine it with other pieces to build a makeshift lightsaber. To leave the planet, transform the jeep into a spaceship and fly away from the
planet. Fight the enemies and defend your jeep. Complete each of the 5 missions to destroy the curse and save the Emperor. Key Feature Stealth RPG System Customize your own Robotic Jedi without official accessory. Mystery Puzzles Combine armor, weapons, and other parts to complete different quests. Campus Exploration Explore the
complex campus and collect needed items to complete quests. About This Game: "Enjoy the experience in an exploration-based game. Discover a mystery of Sith warrior and a hidden terror." – Straits Times "Perform a lightsaber battle with your friends by combining the lightsaber parts. Explore a haunted galaxy and hunt down dark
secrets." – Kickstarter #1: Game of the Year in Taiwan Radicalized: Youth Liberation is a first-person immersive third-person horror game that focuses on the full adventure and experience. Out of 10 college horror tales from Taiwan, Radicalized: Youth Liberation is one of the more well-known supernatural incidents based in Tunghu
University. Players will immersively walk through an abandoned university to

Features Key:
A brand new song featuring Akino
New visuals and characters
Play with a character of your choice
Crew for Resolve mode with Oni
A new story line and mystery to discover
Replay and rinse and repeat mode
A mode to practice with an easy mode
Online leaderboards
*Apps aren't supported. Game key with code only.

INTENSE EYELESS JUKEBOX
Intense Eyeless Jukebox (Android & IOS) is an exciting, VR role-playing game with new VR graphics. From the studio behind the original Kitaro Escalantes on the Oculus go, Intense Eyeless Jukebox recreates the final days of the underworld that once ruled the surface of Saya island. You play as an unnamed youth with the option to choose from
4 characters, lead by 2 main characters: Tokin and Ran-tan. Your choices will determine the events that will unfold during the game and team up with fellow fellow characters.

Tentacle (Android, IOS): A Mega Man clone with customizable characters, online play, continued returns, in-app purchases and a new multi-mode formula.
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